Resilience Academy
Overview
“Resilience is the capacity of any entity an individual, a community, an organization, or a
natural systemto prepare for disruptions, to recover from shocks and stresses, and to
adapt and grow from a disruptive experience.” – Judith Rodin, The Rockefeller Foundation

Approach

About
An Academy is a workshop model, designed to
connect interdisciplinary teams with placebased and technical expertise to design
solutions that address the current and future
risks of a place. Academies include both specific
content and process.

• Inclusive and multi-disciplinary teams
• Place-based, external, and local expertise
• Highly interactive, facilitated breakout
sessions and critiques
• Iterative, incorporating design thinking

Participation
The Global Resilience Academy Program is currently testing the Academy model and is actively
engaging with organizations, firms, and individuals interested in participating. There are three ways to
participate:

DELIVER AN
ACADEMY

BE A SUBJECT
MATTER EXPERT

CONTRIBUTE
CONTENT

Implement an Academy in
partnership with the Global
Resilience Academy Program Team
and receive advisory services from
HR&A Advisors.

Deliver technical and place-based
expertise and/or facilitate an
Academy project team as a “subject
matter expert.”

Provide Academy content, such as
case studies, data, and research to
build our growing library of resources
for future Academies.

Learn More
The Global Resilience Academy is an initiative of The Rockefeller Foundation. To find out more about
the Foundation’s work, visit www.rockefellerfoundation.org. HR&A Advisors, Inc. is the Program
Manager for the Global Resilience Academy. To learn more about HR&A Advisors’ work, visit
www.hraadvisors.com.

For additional information, please contact the Global Resilience Academy
Program Team at programteam@resilienceacademy.org.

Resilience Academy
Overview
Content
We have a wide range of content that can be used to educate on resilience concepts, build strategies,
design projects, and develop project implementation plans. This content can be adapted to meet
Academy objectives and specific audience needs. In addition to the modules below, critique sessions
are integrated into every Academy to expose project teams to feedback from a range of experts and
support the iteration process. Electives sessions may also be delivered to explore place-based or
technical content relevant to the participant needs.

Resilience
Theory and Risk

Strategy and
Approach

Project Design
and
Implementation

Risk and Resilience
Understand the theory
and principles of resilience
and identify current and
future shocks and stresses

Opportunities and Goals
Articulate goals and
develop an approach to
address identified shocks
and stresses

Project Ideas
Brainstorm an initial set
of strategies, initiatives,
policies, projects, or
programs

Benefits and Costs
Outline benefits of
proposed activities, and
any anticipated costs

Funding and Finance
Identify funding gaps
and identify multiple
sources of leverage

Policy and Regulatory
Assess regulatory barriers
to implementation

Stakeholder Engagement
Identify stakeholders critical
to success or pose a
significant threat, develop an
engagement and
communications strategy

Implementation Plan
Establish a sustainable
implementation and
operating model, assign
roles and
responsibilities

Project Measurement
Establish metrics that will
demonstrate whether
outcomes were achieved

Valuation

For additional information, please contact the Global Resilience Academy
Program Team at programteam@resilienceacademy.org.

